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       TWIB celebrated Hispanic Heritage Month with a tribute to Latin Americans in 

Major League Baseball. For youngsters in the Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, and 

Venezuela, baseball is often the road from the poverty of their communities to a 

wonderful new life in professional baseball. Currently, 24 percent of MLB players were 

born in Latin America, including many of the stars of the game – the Mets Pedro 

Martinez, the Angels Vladimir Guerrero, the Red Sox Manny Ramirez, the Yankees Alex 

Rodriguez, and the Cardinals Albert Pujols. TWIB showed how Latin American players 

play with passion and a sheer joy of the game. They have fun playing baseball. 

Educational theme: Baseball is the fastest growing sport in the world. MLB is an 

example of the diversity of American culture. Diversity seeks the best of the best 

regardless of race, color or creed. 

Educational theme: Goal setting allows one to take responsibility for their own learning.  

If you don’t have a plan for the future, you have a plan for failure. Dreams do come true. 

Educational theme: Emotional feed back from the fans raises the emotions of players 

that leads to elevated performance, increased interest and excitement in the game. These 

loyalties contribute to the total meaning of baseball in the international culture. 

Educational theme: Sport is a form of entertainment that brings fun, pleasure and 

excitement into the lives of fans and players. Fun can be simply the valuable use of one’s 

time. 

 

“Act Two”: The Top Five Latin Leaders in MLB history were noted. Pitcher Dennis 

Martinez of Nicaragua has more wins than any Latin player. The Dominican Republic’s 

Pedro Martinez is the all-time leader in strikeouts with more than 3000. The Latin 

American leader in hits is Panama’s Rod Carew with more than 3000. The Dominican 

Republic claims the home run king – Sammy Sosa. The Latin leader with the most career 

saves is Panama’s Mariano Rivera. 

       Even with the fame and celebrity the Latin players have earned in America, they have 

never forgotten their humble roots, like Mariano Rivera, who once made his baseball 

gloves from cardboard. In their native countries, they are viewed as idols and role models. 

When they return home and do community service, they rekindle memories of their youth 

and dreams of the future. Returning home allows MLB stars to reconnect with friends and 

family.    

Educational theme: Trivia is often the source of baseball lore and legend, which leads to 

fun and excitement for fans of all ages. 

Educational theme:  Fans and athletes often have a mutual appreciation for each other. 

These deep devotions often manifest themselves in community service. This is a way to 

give back to the community. 

Educational theme: Role models are living examples of behavior – both good and bad. 

Nobody has the choice to be or not be a role model. It is the responsibility of heroes and 

icons, especially for children. 



Educational theme: Families are crucial in the growth and development of successful 

children. Parental encouragement and positive experiences provides children with 

challenging opportunities to develop into successful adults. 

 

“Pitch, Hit and Run”: The answer to the TWIBA question was Livan Hernandez who 

won his first nine starts in 1997. Livan bested the Los Angeles Dodgers legendary pitcher 

Fernando Valenzuela, who as a 20-year-old rookie pitcher, won his first eight decisions. 

       The Clutch Performer of the Month featured two Latin American superstars. The two 

have consistently come through, especially in October. The best clutch hitter in MLB has 

been David “Big Papi” Ortiz of the Boston Red Sox.   New York Yankees closer Mariano 

Rivera has been the best relief pitcher in the game. Mariano once went 34 consecutive 

scoreless playoff innings. Rivera is also the first pitcher ever to close three straight World 

Series.        

Educational theme: Trivia is often the source of baseball lure and legend which leads to 

fun and excitement for fans of all ages. 

Educational theme: Clutch performances are opportunities for players to prove 

themselves. People recognize the challenges which ordinary men rise to meet.   

 

“Front Row Fans”: This week’s Front Row Fan was Puerto Rican actor, Amaury 

Nolasco, who starred in Transformers and Prison Break. Amaury grew up a Yankee fan 

with a special passion for the game of baseball.  

        Nolasco’s dream movie role is to play the late Pittsburgh Pirates superstar Roberto 

Clemente. Clemente, the most revered Puerto Rican player of all time, was also a national 

hero and humanitarian. Roberto lost his life while airlifting supplies to help earthquake 

victims in Nicaragua. Viewers were also reminded to vote for this year’s recipient of The 

Roberto Clemente Award.  

Educational theme: Passion for baseball is the powerful emotion and boundless 

enthusiasm for playing the game.  

Educational theme: This was an excellent story about generosity. Generosity of spirit, 

especially for persons in need is a critical component of character. The glory and romance 

of history are preserved in the chronicles of legend. Community service is important to 

the life of a community and its cultural aspirations. 

 

“How „bout that!”: TWIB continued to feature the traditional hallmark segment of the 

show. The most amazing, spectacular and creative plays made by Latin American players 

this season were shown. These players appeared to have a special flair for the game. The 

plays included were strong-armed throws; bare-handed, diving, sliding, leaping and 

fence-crashing catches; long and high home runs; safety squeeze bunt hits; and bloopers. 

Educational theme: Sports pedagogy involves the demonstration of the biomechanics, 

strategies, rhythmic and mental components of sport. Once children have carefully 

observed elite skill and effort, it can be understood and then executed. Children see the 

creativity and courage to play sport at the highest level. Children must learn a multitude 

of athletic movements and skills to be physically educated. 

Educational theme: The artistic value of sport can be found in the beauty, grace, and 

rhythmic motion of premier athletes.  



Educational theme: This was an outstanding demonstration of the courageous and 

innovative effort needed to play baseball in the Major Leagues. Because most young 

children define ability as effort and learning, this is highly motivational. 
 

 


